
Telnyx Announces the Launch of Telnyx Flow:
A No-Code Workflow Builder

Telnyx releases Telnyx Flow, a no-code, AI-assisted

workflow builder.

Telnyx, a leading connectivity platform,

announces the launch of Telnyx Flow, the

company's first no-code tool, for creating

automated AI-assisted workflows.

CHICAGO, IL, UNITED STATES, June 25,

2024 /EINPresswire.com/ -- Telnyx, a

leading connectivity platform,

announces the launch of Telnyx Flow,

the company's first no-code tool

designed to empower users of all

technical backgrounds to easily create

automated workflows. This intuitive

tool promises to revolutionize how

businesses integrate and automate their processes, leveraging the power of Telnyx’s diverse API

suite. 

Telnyx Flow empowers users of all technical backgrounds to easily create sophisticated

We wanted to build a tool

that extended the power of

our compute APIs to a non-

technical audience. We built

Flow so all teams can

benefit from the

advancements in AI in their

day-to-day operations.”

Ian Reither

automated workflows. With Telnyx Flow, users can leverage

a visual, drag-and-drop interface to connect nodes and

edges, creating intricate workflows in a matter of minutes.

The new tool integrates seamlessly with Telnyx Storage,

Embeddings, and Inference APIs, enabling users to build

automated AI workflows that enhance productivity and

streamline business operations.  

“We wanted to build a tool that extended the power of our

compute APIs to a non-technical audience,” explains Ian

Reither, COO at Telnyx. “We built Telnyx Flow so all teams

can use our Embeddings and Inference products, and

benefit from the advancements in AI in their day-to-day operations.”

Flow's intuitive design ensures that even users with minimal technical expertise can create and

manage complex workflows, democratizing access to advanced AI capabilities and making it

http://www.einpresswire.com
https://www.telnyx.com/resources/flow-announcement
https://telnyx.com/products/inference


easier for businesses of all sizes to leverage cutting-edge technology.

Whether you’re looking to improve customer engagement, optimize internal processes, or

reduce manual data handling, Telnyx Flow provides the tools you need to build faster, smarter,

and more efficient workflows. 

Users can start building simple chatbots with Telnyx Flow in minutes. Chatbots can provide

significant benefits, such as handling customer inquiries 24/7 with instant responses, utilizing

internal and external resources to answer questions accurately, troubleshooting common issues,

and escalating complex problems to human support when necessary. Additionally, Telnyx Flow

can automate routine tasks like booking meetings, creating tickets, and collecting feedback,

allowing employees to focus on higher-value activities.

Creating these advanced chatbots is simple and does not require coding knowledge. The

intuitive visual interface allows users to design, test, and deploy chatbots quickly, ensuring that

businesses can start immediately reaping the benefits of automation.

With Telnyx Flow, the possibilities are endless. As the platform continues to evolve, future

integrations with the Telnyx Communication suite will further empower users to build Voice and

SMS workflows with ease, making it simpler than ever to utilize the full potential of the Telnyx API

suite.

Getting started with Telnyx Flow

It’s simple and straightforward to get started with Telnyx Flow. To begin creating AI-assisted

automated workflows and unlocking new efficiencies for your business, you'll need to sign up for

a Telnyx Mission Control Portal account. From there you can access Telnyx Flow and use the

intuitive visual interface to connect nodes and edges, creating the automated workflows that

best suit your business needs.

About Telnyx

Telnyx has long been recognized as a leader in the CPaaS space, providing robust, reliable, and

scalable communication solutions to businesses worldwide. Telnyx has continually expanded its

offerings, now serving multiple enterprise connectivity needs–from communications to

networking and compute–to enable businesses to connect more efficiently with colleagues,

customers, and edge networks. 

The launch of Telnyx Flow represents the next step in Telnyx’s evolution, democratizing access to

Telnyx’s broad suite of APIs to a wider audience, designed to meet the dynamic needs of modern

businesses.

Telnyx is excited to introduce this new tool and looks forward to seeing how businesses leverage

https://telnyx.com/sign-up


Telnyx Flow to drive efficiency and innovation. With Telnyx Flow, the future of automated

workflows is here, and it’s accessible to everyone.

Fiona McDonnell

Telnyx

fiona@telnyx.com
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This press release can be viewed online at: https://www.einpresswire.com/article/717537124
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